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Entering addresses in the route and direction entry fields is an issue. The cursor carets and the mechanism that recognizes the text
entry doesnt work. When I scroll down to the address field and try to enter an address, the cursor does not go to the next position and
the edit field does not become active. Its like the software doesnt recognize that Ive typed an address. i have to agree with the
information contained in the post its very clear. you can get free traffic updates for a lifetime the only thing is after that time period you
have to start paying $100 a year. you can cancel their free offer and pay the $$. you also have to make sure that you have a working
car and navi cube on your dashboard when you place the order. i just ordered mine from them and have it on it now. dont get me
wrong its no Garmin but if you are a frequent goer to the gas station it will save you a few bucks. I have a Navigon 2021 and was hoping
to get some help with their software update. Navigon sent me an email saying they will preinstall the weather update to my Navigon
2021, and that I would need to sign up with Navigon Fresh to receive the map update. Navigon Fresh is not free, but I can get the map
update for free. I signed up for Navigon Fresh, and it took 4 days to get my map update. I downloaded the Navigon Fresh map update,
and then the Navigon 2021 was updated to the Navigon Fresh map. Problem with the update is that the navigation interface does not
work properly. I also have a geocaching computer running Win Xp pro. I compared the maps with this and with the 3250 (it will not open
either). I also compared the one now being shipped to my address. They are identical on the map programs. They match up to Google
street view and to the Navigon one I used. I can tell you that the roads are changing continually. Its more of a freakin joke than
anything else. I do not have the same error as some people. When the program opens it shows me a break and says there is a network
error. I have had it happen on the last three days and only once. All of the units are Gsm but the one being shipped to me is
Asynchronous.
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I bought my 210 a month ago after the battery in my lge 840 dropped and the data would not transfer to the new phone. I have had no
problems with the GPS I have been pleasantly surprised at how much I have enjoyed the 210. It is a great deal when the 210 is installed
as a SD card in my lge 840. There was absolutely no way to get an update from Navigon. I asked for one and they said they were there
to help in any way they could as they had me on the road all day on one leg. I need an update for the software on my 4030. Navigon
has not provided one for me. I have just received my 4030 from SW Navigation and it is not functioning correctly. I am going to give a

detailed explanation about what I have found. Navigon Canada 310 software update help and support? Since i bought this product i will
like it if you can send my signal to my home in Canada.. please send it also install company.. thanks Am i the only one who thinks they

got the Navigon Fresh update on track with the 2012…01…2013 Garmin Seasonal maps through navigon Fresh? If I remember
correctly, the navigon Fresh update was limited to a US/Canadian data only version? So, I’m thinking that if you are not going to ship

out Navigon Fresh maps for the 11 map data areas in Canada and the 10 US map data areas for this year, the best Navigon can do is to
call it up and inform users of the old data that will no longer be supported? I’m not sure if this is the case. I recently bought my Navigon
at Staples and it was compatible with Navigon Fresh which I’ve been told does not come with the models for 2011-2012 because of lack
of demand. I’m wondering if you will be able to send Navigon Fresh data to those areas, or when you’re going to make Navigon Fresh

available outside of the US and Canada. 5ec8ef588b
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